that conditions which have been attributed to the effects of a single major gene of diminished penetrance are also capable of being explained as the result of polygenic factors, if the condition in question is not very infrequent. It is only necessary to suppose that polygenic factors bring about a predisposition which expresses itself in a recognizable apparently qualitative deviation, once it has passed a given threshold. There is, for instance, evidence that the presence or absence of the hare-lip/cleft palate syndrome is due to polygenic factors (Carter, i965) . It is supposed that there is a critical stage in development by which time the embryonic layers involved must have united; a delay in union short of this point is without effect, but beyond it leaves an incomplete state which is never made good.
Edwards has also pointed out that the two alternative hypotheses are very alike in their effects, so that it is difficult to devise tests to distinguish between them. Nevertheless, it is important to make such a distinction if possible, since they are not equivalent. It curve to the positive side of -o025a, the log frequency being I@7772I39. respectively. Adding to these the log of the cell probability, 4-Io78482, we get figures whose antilogs arerespectively6-9,5-7, andI-2 x io0. TheTable has been so prepared as to include all matings which gave a value for the log cell probability added to the log of p2(i -M)2 in excess of o, stretching over three orders of magnitude. The probabilities of one paternal and one maternal relative affected, and for two maternal relatives affected, are entered also, where they exceed this figure. necessary to make yet another computation, to take care of the cases in which information was obtained about more remote relatives. In their case, the proportion of cases in which both a paternal and a maternal relative were ascertained should exceed the proportion of cases in which two paternal, alternatively maternal, relatives were ascertained.
We now have to take account of the value we set on n. In the limiting case, in which n is large, n and (n -i) approach equality, and the proportions above noted remain undisturbed. At the other limit, where n = 2, the expected proportion of cases in which one paternal and one maternal relative are ascertained has to be doubled relatively to unilateral distributions. In 
